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We explore the relationship between symmetrisation and entanglement through measurements on
few-particle systems in a multi-well potential. In particular, considering two or three trapped atoms,
we measure and distinguish correlations arising from two different physical origins: antisymmetri-
sation of the fermionic wavefunction and interaction between particles. We quantify this through
the entanglement negativity of states, and the introduction of an antisymmetric negativity, which
allows us to understand the role that symmetrisation plays in the measured entanglement properties.
We apply this concept both to pure theoretical states and to experimentally reconstructed density
matrices of two or three mobile particles in an array of optical tweezers.

Entanglement is one of the foundational properties of
quantum mechanical systems. On a fundamental level,
it helps to capture what is unusual about measurement
on quantum mechanical systems, and provides the pos-
sibility to violate local realism through measurements of
Bell’s inequalities [1]. On a more practical level, it is
seen as a resource, including for quantum computation,
quantum enhanced metrology, and a range of other tech-
nologies [2, 3]. When we discuss entanglement of many-
particle systems, there is a range of possible choices for
how entanglement may be characterised, and we need to
ask for which degrees of freedom we are interested in en-
tanglement properties. A possible choice is to consider
mode entanglement, dividing a system into spatial (or
momentum) modes [4]. This is useful in characterising
many-body quantum systems, including identifying and
studying phase transitions [5, 6], determining classes of
many-body quantum states that are simulable on a classi-
cal computer [7–9], and identifying topological states [10–
12]. However, this is clearly not the only way to define
entanglement, and has a pathological limit in terms of ex-
tracting useful entanglement, as a single particle moving
in space provides entanglement between different spatial
modes.
An alternative possibility is to consider entanglement be-
tween particles. This presents a particular challenge in
the case of identical particles, because of their exchange
symmetries. For example, given that all electrons in a
single atom are identical fermions, we can ask whether
their antisymmetry must necessarily imply that they are
all entangled with each other [13–15]. This has led to
a detailed discussion on the question of the role of ex-
change symmetry in generating entanglement in these
systems [16–22] and whether it can be exploited for quan-
tum information tasks [23–25]. This debate has gained
new urgency through the advent of advanced experiments
that operate on individually controllable, indistinguish-
able particles such as photons or ultracold atoms and can

record single-particle-resolved correlations. Distinguish-
ing correlations rooted in interactions from those orig-
inating from quantum statistics and quantifying entan-
glement are key challenges in these experiments [26–36].

If one is interested in entanglement between particles
rather than spatial modes, useful approaches can be for-
mulated in first-quantised notation. Labels 1 . . . N are
introduced to identify particles, which makes it possi-
ble to treat them as subsystems and apply well-known
entanglement measures. However, great care must be
taken regarding the meaning of particle labels, given
the impossibility of physically differentiating between
indistinguishable particles. For instance, let us con-
sider two spinless fermions in two spatially separated
modes, labeled L and R. Due to the indistinguishabil-
ity of the two fermions, the first-quantised wavefunction
has to be antisymmetrised over the two spatial modes,
|Ψas〉 = 1√

2
(|L〉1 |R〉2 − |R〉1 |L〉2), where |·〉i describes

the spatial mode of the ith particle. Formally this state
resembles a maximally entangled Bell state. However,
in the first-quantised formalism the antisymmetrisation
simply represents the observer’s inability to distinghuish
the two particles. The entanglement can hence be ar-
gued to be an artefact of attributing artificial labels to
the atoms [37]. Nevertheless the antisymmetrization re-
quirement of the wavefunction can induce strong corre-
lations in experimental observables and it is desirable to
analyze experimental measurements in such a way that
symmetrisation effects can be separated from other forms
of entanglement. This calls for new ways of evaluating
entanglement from experimental data, particularly in the
presence of imperfections and noise.
Here, through measurements made on multi-well few-
atom systems, we explore the relationship between
fermionic exchange antisymmetry and indistinguishable
particle entanglement. To this end, we introduce the no-
tion of an antisymmetric negativity, in which we deter-
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FIG. 1. State reconstruction scheme. (a) We initialize atoms
in an array of optical tweezers and measure single-atom and
spin resolved in situ populations and momentum space cor-
relation functions. (b) Example for in situ and momentum
correlation functions for two atoms in two tweezers. (c)
We decompose momentum correlation functions into a set of
trigonometric basis functions, as shown for N = 2 (upper
row) and N = 3 (lower row). The weight of the basis func-
tions is used to constrain off-diagonal entries of the density
matrix. (d) The bare experimentally measured density ma-
trix may lie outside the space of physical density matrices.
We use Bayesian state estimation to construct a density ma-
trix ρA that is both positive semidefinite and obeys exchange
antisymmetry. The AN searches the larger space of all phys-
ical density matrices, irrespective of their symmetries, for the
smallest negativity consistent with ρA.

mine the minimum entanglement that must already exist
in a state before symmetrisation in order to describe the
experimental quantum state. This quantitatively sepa-
rates the notions of entanglement due to interactions and
correlations due to symmetrisation.

According to the criteria laid out by Ghirardi, Mar-
inatto, and Weber [37], an identical-particle pure anti-
symmetric state |ψA〉 that can be obtained by antisym-
metrising a product state is separable and hence should
not be considered to be entangled. Building on this intu-

ition we propose to quantify entanglement of a fermionic
density matrix ρA through the functional

EA(ρA) = min
σ

{
E(σ) : PAσPA =

1

2
ρA

}
, (1)

with the projector PA on the antisymmetric subspace
and any entanglement measure E(σ). As illustrated in
Fig. 1 (d), the optimization variable σ is a normalized
quantum state that does not obey any specific exchange
symmetry and exists in a larger Hilbert space than the
antisymmetric (physical) state ρA. If there exists a prod-
uct state σ whose projection on the antisymmetric sub-
space is ρA, then EA(ρA) = 0. Otherwise, if there is
no such state, then EA(ρA) > 0 and the identical par-
ticle state ought to be regarded as entangled. For the
case of E being the standard negativity N [38], Eq.(1)
can be explicitly calculated in the form of a semidefinite
program [39–41] and is called the Antisymmetric Neg-
ativity NA(ρA) (AN ). For instance if we consider the
state of two identical fermions, we obtain |Ψas〉 by an-
tisymmetrizing the product state |L〉1 |R〉2, which has a
negativity of zero and therefore also the AN is zero. The
AN hence allows us to treat particles as subsystems of a
many-body state without ascribing entanglement to cor-
relations arising from antisymmetrisation alone.
To benchmark the usefulness of the AN , we develop a
general scheme to obtain physical density matrices of few-
atom systems from experimental data and to calculate
lower bounds on the AN . This experimental technique
has in parts already been presented in previous publi-
cations [31, 42, 43]. The key features we demonstrate
are: (i) The AN can be computed from experimental
data including noise; (ii) it identifies states which exhibit
correlations only due to quantum statistics as unentan-
gled; (iii) it identifies interaction-driven entanglement in
two-particle systems, and (iv) it can be extended to mul-
tipartite scenarios.

We use the AN for a quantum state characterization
in few-body Fermi-Hubbard systems. Experimentally,
the states of interest are realized with interacting 6Li
atoms in two different hyperfine states (labeled |↑〉 and
|↓〉) trapped in an array of optical tweezers, see Fig. 1(a).
We probe the states via correlation measurements and
start the investigation of the system by measuring single-
particle and spin resolved real-space and momentum-
space distributions. Within the in situ dataset we an-
alyze the appearance of all possible spin combinations
and restrict the further analysis to the relevant spin sec-
tor of the full Hilbert space. From the obtained in situ
measurements we also extract the diagonal entries of the
density matrix (Fig. 1 (b)). In the next step we calcu-
late momentum-space correlation functions of N th or-

der ξ
(N)
σ1...σN = 〈nσ1,k1 ...nσN ,kN 〉 (Fig. 1(a) & (b)), which

we decompose into a set of trigonometric basis functions
[41], see Fig. 1(c). Following the scheme from [31, 44],
we relate the weight of the basis functions to off-diagonal
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FIG. 2. Momentum correlation measurements of states (a)
|L ↑〉 |R ↑〉, (b) |L ↑〉 |C ↑〉 |R ↑〉, and (c) |L→〉 |R→〉. The
latter is created by rotating |L ↑〉 |R ↑〉 with a radio-frequency
pulse, which results in strong second-order momentum corre-
lations in all spin combinations. We calculate N2(ρa) = 0.5,
N2(ρb) = 1, N2(ρc) = 0.60+0.13

−0.11 and AN 2(ρa) = AN 2(ρb) =

0, AN 2(ρc) = 0.048+0.064
−0.048 for the respective states. The AN

identifies all states as separable.

entries of the density matrix [41]. Since this does not
constrain the full density matrix and in order to prevent
unphysical properties due to statistical and systematic
measurement uncertainties, we perform a Bayesian quan-
tum state estimation [45] based on the constrains that are
obtained from the experimental data. We convert the
experimental density matrices into their first quantised
representation [41] and use the full posterior distribution
of density matrices for the calculation of the AN . All
values of the AN are presented as the median together
with a 68% credible interval.

Figure 2 shows measurements of momentum correla-
tions functions for three states that were obtained by
independently preparing a single fermion in each optical
tweezer. For the three-particle state, we show the corre-
lation function after integration, i.e.

Cσ1σ2σ3
(d1, d2) =

∫
〈nσ1,knσ2,k+d1nσ3,k+d2〉dk∫
〈nσ1,k〉〈nσ2,k+d1〉〈nσ3,k+d2〉dk

. (2)

The states are spin polarized along the z-axis (|L ↑〉 |R ↑〉
(a), |L ↑〉 |C ↑〉 |R ↑〉 (b)), or the x-axis (|L→〉 |R→〉
(c)). Our measurement is performed in the σz basis, so
that the x-polarized state shows spin fluctuations, while
the two other states do not. All states show strong mo-
mentum correlations, in particular, the x-polarized state
shows correlations in all three spin combinations. We
apply the reconstruction scheme and calculate negativi-
ties for all states. The calculation of the standard neg-
ativity from the first-quantised density matrix yields a

FIG. 3. Entanglement as a function of interaction strength
in the ground state. The plot shows both the standard neg-
ativity and the antisymmetric negativity as a function of in-
teraction strength U/J calculated from experimentally ob-
tained density matrices (circles) and the theoretical expecta-
tions (solid lines) for the ground state of a double well poten-
tial. Technical noise leads to a loss of purity and a reduction
in experimentally detected negativity with respect to the pure
state expectation.

value larger than zero because it interprets the antisym-
metrised structure of the first-quantized state as entan-
glement between individual particles. In contrast, the
AN returns values consistent with zero (see caption of
Fig. 2). This demonstrates that the antisymmetric neg-
ativity identifies those states as separable and hence un-
entangled, while the standard negativity detects particle-
particle entanglement also when it is due to antisym-
metrisation.

To test the AN on states where correlations are sub-
stantially modified by interaction, we investigate two
atoms of different spin in the ground state of a double-
well potential with tunnel coupling J and tunable on-
site interaction U/J [31]. The two atoms are prepared
in a spin-singlet configuration, |S,mS〉 = |0, 0〉, so that
correlations appear only between opposite spins. Fig-
ure 3 summarizes the results of the measurements to-
gether with the theoretically expected negativities for
pure states. Both negativities are smallest in the non-
interacting case and increase with both attractive and
repulsive interactions. N is always larger than AN and
even non-zero for vanishing interactions. The finite value
of N at U/J = 0 is caused by the antisymmetrisation of
the spin degree of freedom. In contrast the AN identi-
fies the state as separable, since the wave function can
be obtained by antisymmetrising the product of two non-
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FIG. 4. Multipartite generalization of AN . (a) Measured and
reconstructed C↓↑↑(d1, d2) and reconstructed density matrix
ρBME as Hinton diagram for a three-particle state with an in-
teracting singlet in a double well and an independent particle
in the leftmost well. (b) Bi- and tripartite negativities N2/N3

for shown states (see legend) for pure theoretical density ma-
trices and experimentally reconstructed states. Coloured re-
gions indicate negativity witnesses as discussed in the main
text. (c) Bi- and tripartite AN 2/AN 3 for the same states
as in (b). The histograms show the distribution of N2 and
AN 2 over the posterior distribution from the Bayesian state
estimation.

interacting atoms in the ground state of the double-well.
In this sense, the AN identifies entanglement that is in-
duced by interactions. We note that the AN takes ex-
actly the same values as the spin-mode negativity [31].
In this case the particles can be uniquely identified by
their spin state.

We now generalize the scheme to the case of three
atoms, where strong correlations may arise both due to
antisymmetrisation and interaction at the same time. We
experimentally initialize a three-atom state in a triple-
well potential with JLC = 0 and JCR = J , see inset (i) of
Figure 4 (b). The left well is entirely decoupled from the
other wells and initialized with a single particle, which is
correlated with the interacting double well only through
antisymmetrization.
Figure 4 (a) shows the measured and the reconstructed
momentum correlator C↓↑↑(d1, d2) together with the
physical density matrix ρBME that we obtain from the
Bayesian state estimation, where ρBME is the mean of
the posterior distribution. The state exhibits complex

momentum correlations that are caused both by antisym-
metrisation and interaction. In addition to the experi-
mentally realised state at U/J = 16 we theoretically in-
vestigate the same state for various interaction strengths
from strongly attractive (U/J = −20) to strongly repul-
sive (U/J = 20) interactions. We also investigate theo-
retically the ground state of the triple well with homo-
geneous couplings where all three particles tunnel and
interact (as illustrated in the legend (ii) in Fig. 4 (b-c)).
The two lower panels in Fig. 4 summarize the calculated
bipartite and tripartite [41] N2/N3 (b) and AN 2/AN 3

(c) for the experimental and the theoretical states. We
find identical values for both bi- and tripartite negativi-
ties due to the antisymmetrized structure of the density
matrices.

A first characterization of the theoretically expected
entanglement of both states can be made by using the
standard negativity N as a witness for bi- and tripartite
entanglement. It can be shown that for three particles,
the maximum negativity that can be obtained from an-
tisymmetrising a fully separable state is 1, whereas an
antisymmetrised biseparable state exhibits a maximum
negativity of 1.94 [41]. Indeed the first state (i) saturates
these limits for U/J = 0 and U/J → ±∞, respectively.
For the experimental state we find N = 1.39± 0.02, ex-
ceeding the bound for fully separable states. The second
state (ii), on the other hand, exhibits a theoretical nega-
tivity that for large attractive and repulsive interactions
exceeds 1.94. This is a sufficient condition to certify gen-
uine multipartite entanglement.

A complete picture of the presence of multipartite en-
tanglement, however, is only provided by the AN : For
state (i), the minimization finds a state where a sin-
gle atom can be factorized out, e.g. for the partition-
ing N12|3 and U/J → ∞ the optimal state σopt =
(|C ↑〉1 |R ↓〉2 + |R ↓〉1 |C ↑〉2) |L ↑〉3 is found. At U = 0,
the search returns a fully separable three-particle state.
Hence both AN 2 and AN 3 evaluate to zero for all inter-
action strengths, indicating the overall absence of genuine
multipartite entanglement due to the factorizable nature
of the state. Indeed for any biseparable state (of arbitrary
particle number), the AN is zero, if the size of the sub-
systems coincides with the size of the partitioning under
which the state is biseparable. For state (ii) the AN 2 and
AN 3 are positive for any interaction strength indicating
the presence of both bi- and tripartite entanglement even
at small but non-zero interaction. This conclusion is not
possible from the standard negativity alone. To assess
the relevance of he AN for experimental investigations
of tripartite entanglement we finally analyze its robust-
ness against white noise. We start with the ground state
of the triple well for U/J = 16 and gradually add white
noise, ρnoise = (1−r)1+r |Ψ〉 〈Ψ|, with r ∈ [0, 1]. We find
that tripartite entanglement persists down to r = 0.75,
which corresponds to a purity of p = 0.61. Such puri-
ties can reasonably be expected to be achieved in exper-
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iments, confirming the applicability of multipartite AN
to relevant experimental scenarios.

In this work we introduced a new notion of entangle-
ment for fermionic density matrices, the antisymmet-
ric negativity. Our approach explicitly quantifies en-
tanglement between particles, rather than spatial modes
and distinguishes correlations from antisymmetrization
from those induced by interactions. We demonstrated
a scheme to extract physical density matrices from ex-
perimental data and apply the AN to experimentally
reconstructed density matrices of a few mobile atoms in
an array of optical tweezers. The AN correctly identi-
fies separable states as unentangled while the standard
negativity detects the antisymmetrized structure of the
density matrix as entanglement. The AN can also de-
tect genuine tripartite entanglement and can be used to
reveal the separability structure of an antisymmetrized
fermionic density matrix. Our results enable the quanti-
tative study of entanglement and exchange antisymme-
try in experimental settings including quantum dot ar-
rays [46], atomic or molecular systems, and cold atom
experiments, and helps to provide further structure and
insight into the entanglement of indistinguishable parti-
cles in these experimental settings.
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